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Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach

Tagungsbericht 28/1997

Algebraische Zahlentheorie

20.7. - 26.7.97

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Jean-Benoit Bost (Bures/Yvette), Chri
stopher Deninger (Münster), Gerhard Frey (Essen), Peter Schneider (Münster)
und Anthony J. Scholl (Durharn) statt.

Thema waren neuere Entwicklungen der algebraischen Zahlentheorie und ihr
ZusaInmenspiel mit anderen Gebieten der reinen Mathematik, wie z.B. K-Theory
und algebraische Geometrie. Es gab 20 ca. einstündige Vorträge, von denen im
folgenden kurze Zusammenfassungen abgedruckt sind. Natürlich gab es auch noch
genug Zeit für Gespräche und Diskussionen, die von den Teilnehmern konstruktiv
und mit Freude genutzt wurde.

Eine gemeinsame Wanderung (bei schönem Wetter) und die ausgezeichnete
Atmosphäre des Instituts rundeten die Tagung ab.

Abstracts

Grzegor Banaszak, Poznan
K-Theory and Homology of Complete and Henselian Rings.
Wild Kernel for Higher K-Groups
(joint work with P. Zelewski, W. Gajda and P. Krasori.)

Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal p. If R is regular and essentially of finite
type over a field or excellent d. v.r then we show that the map:

is an embedding, where Rp is the completion and R~ is the henselisation.
In addition we show that./

Hn(~L(R~),Z) ---7 Hn(SL(Rp), Z)

is also an embedding with the same assumptions. We can drop in thc case of ho
mology the assumption R regular. We define a wild kernel W/<n(F) for a nUlnber
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field F as the kernel of

We eonjccture that for all F, aB n 2: 0, all p > 2

(div [{n(F))p ~ WI<n(F)p

Wc give an evidenee for the conjecture and prove that it is essentially equivalent
ta the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjecture.

Jean-Benoit Bost, Bures-sur-Yvette
Hermitian Vector Bundles and Stability

Let !{ be a number field, E an hermitian vector bundle over SpecO,,\-, d~gE its
Arakelov degree and (t(E) := ([I< : Q] rk E)-ld~gE its slape. One says that E
is SC17ü-stable when, for any subbundles FeE, F =J. 0, the following inequality
bolds:

rrhe talk reported on various results concerning the following question and SOHle

variants of it:
Question 1: J"J;, F semi-stable hermitian vector bundles over Spec 0 K

~ E0 F semi-stable

In particula.r, thc link between height inequalities and geometrie selnistabiJity
was emphasized, and the following question - a positive answer to it inlplics
Question 1 - was considered:
Question 2: For any hermitian vector bundles E and F over Spec o,\", and any

OK-submodule V in E &> F,

\II? C ER ® Ft? geometrically semi-stable =b (t(V) ::; jL(E) + !1.(F')

(i.e. ArkV VI? C I\rkV(EJ? 0 FI?) SL(Eg ) x SL(FK)-semi-stable).

Roh de Jeu, Durham
Towards regulator formulae for curves over number fields

vVe study the group I{J:~2(F) (n ~ 3) wh~re F is thc function field of a completc,
smooth, geometrically irreducible curve Cover a number field k, assurrting thc
Beilinson-Soule conjecture on weights. In particular, we compute the Beilinson
regulator (expre'ssed as an integral on C 0Q C) 0!1 a subgroup of I(~~~2(F), nsing
a COhOlTIological complex M(n)(F) in degrees 1 th~ough n, given by

\

n-2 n

M(n)(F) -t M(n-1)(F) ® Fa -). ... --1' M(2)(F) ® /\ Pö -+ /\ FQ.
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Here M(/)( F) is a certain Q-vector space generated by symbols [f], for f E
F\{O, I}, FO= F* 0z Q, and the differential i.s given by

for l ~ 3 and by

for L= 2. There is a natural map HP(M(n)(F)) -t I(J~~p(F), and it is the image
of this Inap that we study for p = 2. For n = 3 and n = 4, we also study
the boundary map of the image of H2(.M(n)(F» in I{J:~2(F) in the localization
sequence

o-t h·J:~2(C) -1 J(J~~2(F) -1 II I<J:=~)(k(x»
xEC(l)

and relate it to a map (coming from a map of complexes)

H
2
(M(n)(F» ,-1 EBxEC(l) H I (M(n_1)(k(x »),

essentially given by mapping (f]n-I @ 9 to ordx(g)(f(x)]n-l for the x-component.
Our complexes can be combined to a double complex similar to Goncharov's
double cOJTlplex. Putting our results together with his, we obtain a complete
description of the image of J(~3)(C) and f(~4)(C) in HJR(C &JQ C, R(n» under the
Beilinson regulator. This description is in fact independent of any conjectüres.

Ehud de Shalit, Jerusalem
Modular symbols and p -adic periods of modular forms

.' .~

In this talk we described our work (from 1995) on the relation between the p -adic
period olatrix of the modular curve Xo(p) and modular symbols. Generalization
of this work to level pN «p, N) = 1) is in progress. The results may be applied to
prove a relation between the Tate period of an elliptic curve over Q with prime
conductor and its modular symbool, which was predicted by Mazur and Tate (a
special case of the "refined conjecture" in their Duke .1. paper from 198.5).

Let m be the genus of Xo(p) and S the set of supersingular elliptic curves in
characteristic p. By the p -adic period matrix of Xo(p) we understand a certain
matrix of size (m + 1) x m with values in Qp describing a pairing on Z[S] x Z(S]o
which gives the p -adic uniformization of thc generalized Jacobian J~ of Xo(p)
with respect to the two cusps. In the first part of our work we relate this matrix
modulo r -th powers in Qp, where rlp - 1, to the infinitesimal variation of the Up
-operator in the deformation of J~(r] supplied by (a certain piece of) Jf[r].

In the second part of our work we relate this last quantity to an expression
involving modular symbols (anel therefore L -values). To that extcnt we clevelop
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a. theory of "two--variable" theta elements, similar to the two variable TJ -adic [
-function constructeel by Greenberg anel Stevens, but in the "refincd setting".

Our work has been greatly inftuenced by the paper of Greenberg and Stevens
(Invent. NIath. 1993) where they prove the Mazur-Tate-Teitelbaum conjecturc in
weight 2.

Matthias Flach, Caltech
Equivariant Tamagawa Numbers of Motives

The talk reported about joint work with David Burns from King's College, Lon-
clon. "Ve present a formulation of conjectures on leading coefficients of L-functions .-
attached to rnotives over number fields with coefficients (due to Bloch- Kato, 1"011- .'

taine, Perrin-Riou, ... ) in tenns of relative [(-groups. In the case where M /1\"
is a given nlotive and the coefficients arise by considering M 0 hO( 8pcc L) where
LI J{ is a finite abelian Galois extension with group G (so that the coefficient
a.lgebra is E :== CQ[GJ) the conjecture amounts to the vanishing of an inva.riant
l'n(L/ [\, M) E J(o(Z[G], IR). Here [\o(Z[G], IR) sits in a long exact sequence

J{I(Z[GJ) ~ J(I(IR{GJ) ~ [<o(Z[G],R) ~ /(o(Z{GJ) -7 !{o(IR[C;])

U

[\o(Z[G], Q)

11

EI"7/{o(Zp[G], CQp)
p

So one might first try to prove Tfl(LI [{, M) E [\o(Z[G], CQ) and then
T'n( LIJ{, Al)p == 0 V prime numbers p. We discuss functoriality propcrties of
rf'l(L/ [(, M) under passing to a subgroup or quotient of Ci, and under passage
[rom 1\1[ to M* (1.). In particular oue may study

00

liEJ Tn(/{nl I<, M)p E rr Qp((pm)X /Zp[[T]] X
m=O

where Zp[[TW is mapped into rr Qp((pm)X via f{T) >-t f{(pm - I) ami [{ni K e
m=O

runs through a Zp-extension of I< (i.e. Gal(/{n/I<) ~ Z/pnZ, and !{ C /<1 C
[(2 C ... ). It is expected that li[!1 rf!(I<n/ I<, M)p has an expression L~lg / L~n as

a quotien~ of an algebraic and ~nalytjc pwadic L-function. This provides a link
to classical Iwasawa theory and one might hope for a generalization of Iwasawa.
theory by studying this limit for other towers of extensions [{ni [{.
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Alexander Goncharov, MPI Bonn
On Inixed elliptic motives

Let E be an elliptic curve over an arbitrary field k.
Problem: How to construct explicitly elliptic motivic complexes

RHomMMk(Q(O), snll(1n))

where 11. = h1(E)(l)?
According to Beilinson '8 conjectures one should have

where E'(n) := I\er (En+14E) and Sn+l acts on En+l (n).
The talk reported on an explicit construction of the complex which shottld da

thc job for 1l( 1), which is joint work with A. Levin. '~ .. ~
Set R;( E) := {{/) * (1 - f)} C I~, / E k( E)* where lEis the augment"ation

ideal in Z[E]. Let Bj(E) := R{rE)" We defined a map

Theorem: ASSlll11e k = k. Then one has an exact mod-2-torsion sequence

'rhis a.nd results of Beilinson and Bloch implies
Theorem: E Inodular elliptic I Q ===> 3 Q-rat. divisor P = biniPi s.t.

q . L(2, E) == 1r • L2
t
q( P)

Z d
L:2 (z):= Im(-jlog(l- t).-!) + arg(l - t)Iog/tl

t
o

1'he following conjecture explains the shape of the complex above:
Conjecture: :3 a Lie coalgebra L:*(E) in the "smalI" ®-category of pure elliptic
1110tives P*( E) S.t.
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Ralph Greenberg, Washingtori

.Galois Theory for Selmer Groups

This lecture concerned the following general qllestion. Let A be an abelian va,riety

defined over a. nunlber field F. Let K / F be a Galoisextension such that Gal(!{/ F)

is a. p-adic Lie group. What can one say about the kerneIs and cokernels of thc

natural Inaps
sKIF' : SeIA(F')p -+ SeIA(I{)~al(K/FI)

as F ' varies over all finite extensions of F contained in J{. Here SeIA( M)p denotcs

thc p-primary subgroup of the SeImer grollp for A over an algebraic extension

Nl of F'. We concentrate on thc case where A has good, ordinary reduction at

aU primes of F lying over p. In this case, the group SelA(M)p has a very simple e
descrlption solely in terms of the CF-module A[pooJ. By exploiting this, one can

give l'clatively straightforward proofs of earlier results-the case where 1\) F is a.

Zp-extension which was stlldied by B. Mazur (the kerneis and cokernels are finite

and of bounded order) and the case where !( == F( A[pOO)) which was stndied by

M. HaITis (thc kerneis and cokernels are finite). Without restrictivc assuolptiollS

on !(/F, one can give exarnples where ker(sKIF') andfor coker(sK/F') are infinite.

Here is one rather general finiteness result: Assume that 1'(/ F 18 unranlified out,-

side a finite set of primes of F, that the p-prilnary sllbp;roup of A( /\") is finite, anel

that, for every prime v of F lying over p, the Lie algebras of the decoOlposition

and inertia subgroups of Gal( I{/ F) (for any prinle of !{ lying over 1)) ha.vc the

sanlC derived Lie subalgebra. Thenker(sKIF') and coker(sK/F') are both finite for

every F' , F ~ p' ~ [(, [F' : F] < 00.

Annette Huber, Münster

Dirichlet Motives via Modular Curves

Andcrson (k = 0) and Harder (k ~ 1) have given a construction ofextensions

of G(Q/Q(Jlp))-modules where X i8 a Dirichlet character mod p with x( -1) = _

(_l)k, using the sheaf Rl 1T*Q"E on the modular curve Yl(P). _

"Ve show that these extensions are indeed induced by elements in

as suggested by conjectures on mixed motives. The Hodge theoretic regula.tor can

be computed explicitly. Using results on the motivic polylog, this allows to give

--explicit -formulae· for-thecohomologyclasses constructed by Harder.
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Joachim Mahnkopf, Jerusalem
Values of twisted automorphic L-Functions

Let rr be a cuspidaJ automorphic representation of GLn(A), A the ring of Adeles
of Q and fix a prime p E N. We assurne that 1rp is unramified. Let furthenTIore X
be an idele dass character of finite order with infinity component XOO == id and
conductor Ix == pe a p-power. We prove a formula for the (twisted) values of the
autoJll0rphie L-Funetion L(1r 0 X, s) , whieh ean be expressed using (de-Rham)
cohotllology dasses of the symmetrie space of GLn - t (IR). The proof exploites the
decolnposition of the Rankin-Selberg convolution on GLn x GLn - 1

L(1r X a(x), s) == L(rr 0 x, s +kd rr L(1r, s +kd
i>2

where a is the indueed representation Ind(x'llkl, Il k
2, .•. ,llkn-l), ki E IR and we

thus Illay llse use the zeta integral of L( rr x (T(X), s) to derive an integral fq,imula
for thc values L(rr®x, s+k.). For the group GL2 this coineides with a formulaof A.
Weil for thc twist of modular forms. Assuming that 1r has non-trivial eohomology
wc derive in the case GL3 the algebraicity of L(1r ® x, l)/O{rr) for a certain
period O( 1r) E C* and also construct a distribution Jl on Z; which interpolates
thc I...-Fllllction Jz;Xpdp == L(n 0 x, l)/O(rr).

Ernst Kani, Kingston
Diagonal Quotient Surfaces and a Question of Mazur

Let. E bc an cHi ptic curve over a number field !(, N a prime and

PE,N == PE/K,N : GI{ == Gal(!( / I{) -t Aut(E[N)) ~ Gl2 (71/NZ)

its associated Galois representation mod N. A question of Mazur (1978) may be
gelleralized as follows.
Question: To what extent is (the isogeny dass of) E/!( detennined by (the
isonl0rphism dass of) PE,N?

rrhis question was studi~d by !(raus, Oesterle, Halberstadt and others. Frey
proposed in 1988
Conjecture 0: 3M = M( E, I{) such that the set

SN,E(/{):= {E'/I{ : E' f E, PE,N ~ PEI,N} == 0, V N ~ M.

Using the results of Wiles, he recently showed that this conjecture is (for !( == '0)
equivalent to the Asymptotic Fermat Conjecture.

In 1994 H. Darmon formulated several conjectures which (partially) generalize
Conjccture O. In this talk the following stronger and Olorc precise version of one
of his conjectures was presented:
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Conjecture 1: Für every (prilue) ·N ~ 23, the set

S'N(I() := {(E, E')/l( : 3 non-trivial G[{-isometry \]! : E[N]~ E'[N] }

is fi ni te: (Here: a GK-isometry \l1 is called trivial if there exists a cycÜc isogeny
f : E ~ E' of degree d :::; 27, d =1= 22, 23, 26, such that \}1 == k . I1 E[N] for same
k E Z.)

'rhis conjecture has a nice interpretation in terms of thc Modula?' Diagonal

Quotient Surfaces
ZN,E := ~e\(X(N) x X(N))

where X (IV) is the usual modular curve of level N,

~e = {(g, oe(g)) : 9 E GN} ~ GN " X GN , GN = Sh(Z/NZ)/ ± I

a. : g>-+ Q. 9 Q;I, Vg E GN ; Q. = (~ n, c E(Z/NZ)X,

Conjecture 2: For N 2:: 23, every curve C C ZN,e of genus ~ 1 is a Hecke curve:
C = Tn,k (induced by a Hecke correspondence).

It is not difficult to see that Conjecture 1~ Conjecture 2. The converse is a.lso
true if one uses Lang's Conjecture (about rational points on sl1rfaces of general
type) because one has:
Theorem 1 (C.F. Hermann, E. Kani, W. Schanz): ZN,e is of general type if
lV 2:: 13.

Finally, some partial evidence for Conjecture 2 was disc~lssed, such as its
rela.tion to a.n analogue of the Minimality Conjecture of Hirzebruch for Hilbert
Modular Surfaces.

Bernhard Köck, Karlsruhe
Operations on Locally Free Classgroups

Let [{ be a number field and r a finite group. In order to construct annihilators of
Stickelberger type for the locally free classgroup Cl(OKr), Cassou-Nogues and
Taylor have shown in 1985 that the Adams operations on the classical ring of
virttlal characters of r induce certain.endomorphisms 'l/JK, k?, 1, on Cl(OKr') in
Fröhlich's Hom-description.

Recently, Burns and Chinburg have studied the quest ion whether there is
an algebraic description of 'l/JK

CNT
, for instance in terms of power operations on

OK r-tnodules, and they have established a formula for 'l/;K(X) for certain elements
x in Cl(Ogr) coming from a tarne Galois extension of K.

Weshowed that- 'l/Jk is- a.simply_ definable s~mrnetric power opera.tion on
Cl(OK r). For the proof of this result we use topologicalarguments based on
the construction of power operations on higher I<-theory. As ail application of

8
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this result we interpreted the formul~ of Burns and Chinburg as an equivariant
Adams-Riemann-Roch formula.

Klaus Künnemann, Münster
Arithnletic intersection pairings on abelian varieties

Let J{ be a number field and X,., a smooth projective variety over TJ = Spec !{. In
order to describe the behavior of motivic L-functions associated with the variety
);,., near the central point, Beilinson and Bloch have defined real-valued· height
pairings between Chow groups of homologically trivial cycles on X'f] which extend
the classical pairing of Neron and Tate. Therefore they have to assurne that }(ry

has a regular model X which is proper over the ring of integers in !( and that
homologicaHy trivial cycles on )[11 admit suitabJe extensions to this model.

In the talk, we investigate these assumptions in the case of abelian varieties.
"Vc construct projective regular models for abelian varieties with senli-a~elian

rccltlction and prove that they have potentially semi-stable reduction. U~ing a
lloJ)-archinledean analogue of the ddc-lemma for differential forms, we sho~ that
that there is a weH defined height pairing if an abelian variety has totally' dege-
Berat.e rcduction at all places of bad reduction. -

Andreas Langer, Münster
Zero-cycles on Hilbert-Blumenthal Surfaces

For areal quadl'atic field F of prime discriminant q == 1 mod 4 and class
nUlnber 1 we consider the associated Hilbert-Blumenthal surface with respect to
the ruH Hilbert modular subgroup Sb(OF) and show the Tate-conjecture in char.
1) for codiITI.-l-cycles at all good re9uction primes p of the smooth projective
Inoelel 8/Q, under the assumption that aB Hilbert modular cusp forms of weight
2 are lifts of modular forms of level q and weight 2 under the Doi-Nagamnla-lift.
'fhe idea is to reduce the Hirzebruch-Zagier cycles Tp mod p and let the Hecke
algebra act on the two components of Tp mod p if p is split in F (for inert primes
p there are 00 new cycles to consider), in order to obtain new cycles.

The result is then used to obtain finiteness results on the torsion subgroup
in the Chow group of zero-cycles on S. For this one constructs new elements
in Hl(S, .(:2) by defin'ing mod~lar units on Tp in the same way as Flach did by
using the birational morphism Xo(p) -4 Tp • One also has to use the finiteness of
the Selmer group associated to the motive H2 (S)(2), which - in our situation
- is derived from the finiteness of the Selmer group associated to thc adjoint
representation of the Galois representation PI, where f is a modular fonn of level
Cf and char. q. This is known from the works of Flach and Wiles.

9
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Stefan Reiter, Heidelberg
Belyi-Triples and GAR-Realizations

\;Ve call a tripie (A,B,C},A,B,C E GLn(q), ABC = id,rk(A - id) 1 with
(A, B) ::; GLn(q) irreducible, a Belyi-triple.

We we can state the foJlowi ng
Theorem: For all 1,9 E IFq [X] monie, deg(f) = deg(g) = 11., I(O)g(O) f- 0, (I,g) =
1, cxits up to conjugation in GLn(q) one Belyi-triple s.t. .

IB = fand fAB = g,

where I B resp. lAB denotes the minimal polynomial of B resp. Aß.
(This was independently proved by H. Völklein.) e

Using classifieation theorems of primitive groups eontaining a homology or
a transvection (see Wagner, }(antor and others) we can determine the group
generated by a Belyi-triple. (E.g. let A be a transvection, JB = (.,\' - 1)771(.\" 
i)"t, .fAB = CX + 1)771 (~\' + i)m E IFp [~\'] for p = 5 nl0d 8, order( i) ::::: 4. Thcn
C;jZ(G) ~ PC8P2m(P) for pt m .)

Using the rigidity criterion (Belyi, Matzat, Thompson) we find GA/GA R
realizations of elassieal groups of Lie-type (linear, unitary, orthogonal anel synl
plectic grollps) G(p), p a prime, over Q under some conditions on tbc defining
characteristic of these groups. (E.g: PSP2m(P) possesses GAR-realizations over Q
for (nl"p) = 1 and pt ±l mod 24.)

erhe results for the linear groups have been already proved by Folkers and
Malle.)

Jürgen Ritter, Augsburg
A local approach to Chinburg's root number conjecture

'fhe cancern of the talk is to introduce a refined Chinburg's 111ultiplica.tive 0
invariant that can be studied locally and so leads to loeal versions of Chinburg's
root nun1ber conjecture, by which the root number elass WK/k of a finite Galois ex

tension !</k of number fields with group G determines 51 = O(!«jk) E Cl(71G') c
I<o(71G) via the Hom-description. In joint work with K. W. Gruenberg and _
A. Weiss new invariants O<p depending on G-monomorphislTIS _
r.p : !J.S -+ E and Tate's canonical dass TKfk have been defined, which belong
to the Grothendieck group I<oT(71G) of finitely generated torsion ZG1- n1odules
of finite projeetive dimension and which all map to n uuder the natural horno
n10rphisn1 {(oT(ZG) -+ J{o(ZG). Above, S is aG-invariant finite set of prirnes
of J{ which is large in the sense ,of Tate and so leads to a Tate sequence re]a-
ting the 5'-unit gro~p E in _I( to the augmentation submodule tlS of 7lS' and
having extension dass TK/k. Note that -c~ntrary to i<o(ZG) thc group [«oT(ZG)
admits a splitting ioto Jocal components: KoT(ZG) = EB IfoT(Z,G). It is shown

I
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that asslilning Stark's conjecture, i.e., A~ E HomcQ ( RG, ijx) (where RG is thc
Q-charaeter ring of G), thc deviation w of O~ fronl the element in J\'oT(ZG) re
presented by Acp I~Klk is independent of <p and Sand behaves weil with respect
to deflation and restrietion of subgroups. We conjeeture w == 0 or, what anlounts
to thc sanlC, w(l) == 0 for all rational primes l where w(l) E b.:oT(Z/G') is the l-adic
cornponcnt of tU. Ir this is true, then so is Chinburg's root nUlnber eonjecture.
In thc case t.hat J.( is absolutely abelian one knows the validity of the so-called
Strong-Stark-conjecture of Chinburg (Ritter and Weiss in J AMS (1997)) and
canelndes that w belongs to the torsion subgroup of l{oT(71Ci); moreover, it is
shown that in order to confirol w e/ ) == 0 in this situation it suffices to assurne
thal G' Hlodulo its Sylow l-subgroup is cyclic. A short account of all this is pu
blishcd in .Jahresbericht der DMV (1997). Finally, an exanlple is discussed which
COlllCS froin joi nt work with A. Weiss. Here Ar c Q( (PI P2) is of degree l =f 2 over
l: == Q; PI, 712, l are three distinct primes. The conjecture w(l) == 0 now prediets
congrllcnces für l-aclic L-values as weIl as a certain strengthening of results in
c0I111cc1.ion with thc l\1ain Cünjecture, and can be indeed confirmed aSI~long as
Olle of thc prioles IJi is not an lth power modulo the other one.

Takeshi Saito, Tokyo
Modular FornlS and p-adic Hodge Theory

Für a Ilew fonn f, a 2-ditnensional l-adic representation \lj of the absolute Galois
grünp (,'Q == (/al(Q/Q) is assoeiated. It is known to be con1patible with thc IDeal
La.llgla,nds t'orrcspondcnce at p #- l in the following sense by Delignc- Langlands
Carayol. Für 1) =I l, thc restrietion to the inertia group I p is quasi-unipotent and
hCIH·0. a rrprcscnt.at.ion of thc Weil- Deligne groll p W~ is associated to the restric
t.ioJl VI Ir.,p 1,0 thc decoinposition group Cip == Cial(Q/Qp). On thc other hand, a
cllspidal alltolllorphic reprcsentatioil 7T j is associated to fand it is decomposed
as tellsor product rr j == 0rr j,p- ßy loeal Langlands correspondence, an··.....F-semi
sirnplc 2-dilllcBsional reprcsentation a( 1T j,p) of W; is associated to the irreducible
a,ch"n issi ble rcprcsentation 1T jrP of Gl2( Qp). The compatibi lity mentioned above is
that thc F-sernisilllplification of the representation of W; associated to Vj IG

p
is

iSOTllOrph ie to a( 1T j,p).

The Jllain result in thc talk is that the compatibility remains true for p = l by
taking /Jpst.( v/lc,.) as a representation of W~. Here Dpst is the function defined by
Fontainc: IJpst.( \I) = U (Bst. 0 V)J. It is proved as folIows. First of all, we

JClp open

know thal Dpst ( \1/ Icp ) is 2-dirnensional and is deseribed by using log cristalline
COhOl110JOgy of Hyodo-I\ato by t.he Cst-conjecture proved by Tsuji. By the known
rcsult für l =f p, it is enough to con1pare p and l i= p. More precisely
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2. N on D pst is 0 {=> N on Vj,i is O.

1. will be proved by finally reducing to the Lefschetz trace fornntla. which t.akes
the sanle fornl for p (cristalline cohomology) and l =f:. p (l-aelic eta.le cohonlology).
l'he reduction is made by the geometrie construction of VJ using I( uga-Sato
variety anel Hecke operators (Deligne-Scholl) and an application of thc wcight
spectral sequence (Rapoport-Zink for l =f:. p and Mokrane für p). It is provcd also
by studying the speetral sequence more closely.

Michael Spieß, Heidelberg
Zero Cycles on Products of Curves over p-adic Fields

Let k be a finite extension of Qp and let ..\1,'" ,);d/ k be Slllooth, project.i
ves curves. We are interested in the structure of the Chow group of zero cyclcs
CHo()[1 x ... x .X'd) of Xl x ... X X d. The talk reports on thc proofs of thc
following two results:
Theoren1 1: Let cl = 2 and let ..\"1, 4X2 be elliptic curves wit.h good r~dl1ct.ion.

'rhen the prinlc-to-p torsion of Cllo(.Y I x ..\2) is finite.
Theorem 2 (joint work with W. Raskind): ASSlltne tha.t thc ,]acol>ia.ns of .\1,' .. ,
)':d have a Illixtllre of multiplicative and good ordinary rcduction. '('hell for allY

non-zero integer n, CHo(X, x ... x Xd)/n is finite.
80th proofs exploit the connection between Chow grollps and a.lgebraic A'

theory.

Matthias Strauch, Bonn
Counting rational points and height zeta functions

Let )( be a smooth projeetive variety over a nun1ber field Fand [J°(.\;,wx) = O.
Let L = (.c, (11· !Iv)) be a metrized line bundle on.X such that .c lies in the interior
of the cone of effective divisors Aeff(X) C PiC(X)R. Associated to L there is a
height function HL : X (F) ~ R>o. For appropriate subvarieties (J C .\; the
nunlber Nu(L, H) := #{x E U(F) IHL{x) S; H} will always be finite. We are _
interested in the asymptotic behavior of this counting function. If Aeff(.X·) is a •
finitely generated polyhedral cone Batyrev and Manin defined constants a(.c) and
b(L:) depending on the position of L inside Aeff(X). On the other ha.nd, provided
that the height zeta Junction

Zu(L,s):= L HL(x)-S
xEU(F)

has abscissa of convergenee a > 0, meromorphic continnation to lle( .5) > a - (
for some (. > 0, a pole of order b at s = a and no other poles in Re( s) > (t - c
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then we have
lVu (L, [t) '"V cHQ(log H)b-I

for SOHle c > O. In the talk we discussed three classes of varieties for which
CL = a(L), b == b(L) holds (as Batyrev and Tschinkel have shown, this is not
universa.lly ·true). These results were obtained by analyzing the corresponding
height zeta. funetion.

• (Fran ke) For flag varieties the height zeta function is an Eisenstein series
E~(>" - pp,ec;).

• (S.) Certain fibre bundles Y = Q\H x P G, a fibration over P\G defined by
a. hOTll01110rphisnl 17 : P -t H. The height zeta function is an infinite sum
of Eisenstein series.

• (S.-Tsehinkel) Toric bundles over P -t G with fiber a toric variety ..\ == T
dcfincd by a. hOIllOl110rphism 17 : P -t T. In this ease there is an .Lntegral
rcprescntation .-

whcre il is thc Fourier transform of the height funetion on T(A) .. '

Annette Werner, Münster
Local heights on Abelian varieties and rigid analytic uniformization

The goa.l of this talk is to express classieal anel p-adic loeal height pairings on an
abcliall varicty A/\" with split sCInistable reduction in ternlS of the eorresponding
pairings on thc abelian part BK of the Raynaud extension. Sinee BIo{ is an abelian
variety with good reduction, this result provides a rather explicit step from the
dass of loeal height pairings on all abelian varieties with good reduction to the
dass of loeal height. pairings on arbitrary abelian varieties.

'Ale a.re interested in three kinds of loeal height pairings on AK , where !{

is a non-arehinledean loeal ground fieId: Neron's classieal real-valued pairing,
Sehnei'der's Ilornl-adaptcd l'-adic height pairing and the p-adic height pairing in·
thc ordinary reduction case defined by Mazur and Tate. We use an approach to
height pairings via "splittings" of biextensions which is due to Mazur and Tate.

As an application of our "step" frolu the good reduetion to the general case we
calculatc the differenee between Sehneider's ]radie height pairing and the p-adic
IVlazur-rrate pairing on Al\".
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Jörg Wildeshaus, Münster
On the Generalized Eisenstein Symbol

Let' EI B be an elliptic curve, N an integer ~ 2 S.t. N E OB' k ~ 2, and

(Sk-I acts nattlrally on [(k-2)).

The Eisenslein sYlnbol Eisk- 2 is a. nla.p

IfB = Spec( I\~), !{ a number field, it is known tha.t if [ is a CM-curve (of Shilllura.
type), then the ilnage of Eis~-2, for N » 0, generates a subspace of H~~l which
(0R) maps surjectively to Deligne cohonlology

H~-1(Ek-20Q R,k -lrgn

It is unreasonable to expect this to hold for arbitrary E. Olle t.herefon' t.ric's 1,0

enlarge the source of Eisk - 2 to a big;ger subspace of G'h[E(B) - 0].
The weak version 0/ the elliptic Zagie1' conjecf:u're predicts thc existcnce of

certain quotients Blk(E) of (}h[E(B) - 0], k ~ 1, of differentia.ls

~,'.j

k~2

and ?f Inaps
Eisk- 2 : ker(dk } -----* Ht"1([(k-2), k - lrgn

(extending the Eisensteill symbol on torsion).
In the talk, it was reported how parts of these data can be constructed geo

nlctrically: one can define Blk(E) and dk , and a diagram

Ht,~(B)(E(k-2),k - l)sgn C Ht 1([(k-2), k - 1)59 1&

-!- "(Eisk- 2)-I"

ker (dk)

Berichterstatter: Stefan Wewers
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